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BASTARD MAGICAL PRAGMATISM

Berlin, 22. Oktober 2020

Betr.: Nadira Husain with Zoë Claire Miller
Bastard Magical Pragmatism
03.11. – 12.12.2020
Eröffnung: Sonntag, 1. November 2020, 11 bis 17 Uhr

Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
unsere Korrespondenz hat Sie anscheinend nicht erreicht. Unsere erste Nachricht
wurde bei der Bio Company in ein Kohlblatt gelasert. Sie haben sich stattdessen für
Mangold entschieden. Unser zweiter Versuch der Kontaktaufnahme war ein QR-Code
auf dem Panzer einer Schildkröte, der an das Seeufer geliefert wurde, an dem Sie
picknickten. Zeugen berichten, dass Ihr Gespräch zu fesselnd war, um ihn zu
bemerken.
Dieses Mal versuchen wir es via E-Mail. Angesichts Ihres Interesses an spekulativer
Geschichtsschreibung, feministischem Aktivismus und antipatriarchalischen
Mythologien sind wir sicher, dass unsere kommende Ausstellung genau Ihr Ding sein
wird.
Mit freundlichen Grüßen,
Nadira Husain und Zoë Claire Miller
Anlage: PSM_BMP_011120_iter3.bstrd

The Martyrdom of St. Agnes
glazed earthenware, 18 × 13 × 14 cm, PSM, Berlin, 2020
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left: The Agony of St. Gutta
glazed stoneware, metal, fabric
131 × 34 × 10 cm
right (installation view & detail): Das Schweigen der Männer
glazed stoneware, solder, dimensions variable
PSM, Berlin, 2020
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Support Structure w/ 25 Toes and 5 Fingers
glazed stoneware, aqua pearls, Platycerium bifurcatum
60 × 54 × 54 cm, PSM, Berlin, 2020

Support Structure w/ 30 Fingers
glazed stoneware, aqua pearls, Selaginella lepidophylla (resurrection plant)
56 × 55 × 55 cm, PSM, Berlin, 2020
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Bastard Magical Pragmatism (installation view)
glazed stoneware, sterling silver
dimensions variable, PSM, Berlin, 2020
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Reproductive Justice (in Lavender)
glazed stoneware, sterling silver
23 × 40 × 13 cm, PSM, Berlin, 2020
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A Whisper Network
glazed stoneware
22 × 40 × 15 cm, PSM, Berlin, 2020
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BERLINER UNWILLEN

Berliner Unwillen
Zoë Claire Miller

An architectural model is not only a method of architects and artists to convey an idea, it actually
helps with thinking, too. Political leaders, mostly men, like to have their photo taken leaning over
such models as they oversee a future being built to their liking. Contrary to this, the criticism that
the plan to reconstruct the Berlin Palace received was so harsh and widespread that it helped
move the German discourse on reckoning with its colonial past slightly ahead from its embryonic
stages. Zoë Claire Miller’s miniature sculpture scrutinises the power and limitations of this public
rejection. As we know from racism, sexism and other -isms which plague our interpersonal relationships, not wanting something does not mean we won’t get it and have to deal with it in the future.
Zoë’s contribution Berliner Unwillen troubles complacency and convictions of powerlessness. It
alludes to the historical revolt by 15th century inhabitants of the twin-cities of Berlin and Cölln
against the the house of Hohenzollern’s plans to pull both cities into their reign of Brandenburg.
People responded by flooding the building site of Frederick II’s envisioned seat of power: A new
castle to be built on the island of Cölln, what would later become the Berliner Stadtschloss.
Frederick prevailed, had the palace built and the citizens' rights decisively curtailed. The incendiary
idea, however, remains.
The miniature will appear in different spots around Museum Island like a flaneuse, wandering,
halting, seeking different perspectives, casting a curse. A location for permanent installment is
currently being sought. For now, it will subsequently be exhibited at Museum Tropicana to receive
individual visitors for contemplating pasts and futures together.
The event takes place under consideration of all applicable hygiene and social distancing rules.

Museum Tropicana
Am Spreeufer 6
10178 Berlin
glazed stoneware, 13 × 18 × 23
Museum Tropicana, Owned by Others, Berlin, 2020

www.ownedbyothers.org

ENDOCRINE GARDEN

Endocrine Garden explores phytohormonal qualities in an indoor garden of phytoestrogenic and phytoandrogenic plants. Their influence on gendered physical attributes and
hormone balances in the human body occurs through secondary plant substances that have
a structural similarity to human sexual hormones. Hops, for instance, contains a strong
phytoestrogen (8-PN or hopein), rumored to cause breast growth in people without breasts.
In Germany hops was traditionally harvested by women, who knew they could not get
pregnant during the harvest. This legendary effect was attributed to the “hops devil.” Along
with plants with phytohormonal effects on humans, this Garden contains a mist fountain
with an diffusor that distributes olfactory stimuli relating to cultural and hormonal gender associativities, as well as influencing human moods. Endocrine Garden draws on the history
of female herbal knowledge, and the repressive turn that occurred as feudalism and subsistence farming shifted to wage labor and protocapitalism, when women were driven out of
many previously female-dominated areas of work and expertise, and the manifold uses of
medicinal herbs were criminalized via legislation and other repressive measures, such as
witch hunts.

Endocrine Garden
various phytohormonal plants and herbs, plexiglass, aroma
diffusor, various etheric oils & synthetic scents, uv lights, humus,
water, dimensions variable. 2. Interrupted - Cyfem and Queer,
Aquarium, Berlin, 2019
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PHYTOGYNE GARDEN
Phytogyne Garden is a site-specific
installation that relates to the female body
and plants that interact with it. It functions
as an indoor garden, and includes endemic
plants historically used in Scandindavia as
emmenagogues and abortives, as well
as herbs which regulate female hormonal
cycles and can soothe menstrual cramps,
PMS and menopausal symptoms -- herbal
remedies to myriad “women‘s issues” including flowers against tender lactating nipples
and a moss historically used for tampons /
menstrual pads / diapers. A water cooler
offers herbal infusions to visitors, in a riff on
the traditional female rite of gossiping by
the water cooler. A collaboration with
Juliana Cerquiera Leite.

installation view & detail, chiffon, latex, pigments, hemp, glass, glazed stoneware, humus, various
plants, uv lights, aroma diffusor, etheric oils, herbal infusion, plexiglass, powder-coated steel,
dimensions variable. Curated by Nora Heidorn, Bergen Assembly, Bergen, 2019
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THE SOCIETY FOR MATRIARCHAL WORLD DOMINATION

(

[ ts ɪ ʁ k l u z j o n ]

Circlusion ist der Gegenbegrii
zu Penetration. Beide Worte
bezeichnen etwa denselben Prozess. Aber aus entgegengesetzter Perspektive.
Penetration bedeutet einführen oder reinstecken. Circlusion bedeutet
umschließen oder überstülpen. That's it. Damit ist das Verhältnis von
Aktivität und Passivität verkehrt. Ich circludiere, du circludierst, er/sie/es
wird circludiert.

Bini Adamczak & Zuzanna Czebatul für The Society for Matriarchal World Domination

One blue back paper at a time, the Society for Matriarchal
World Domination is flyposting for the end of the patriarchy.
Artists and writers from diverse backgrounds collaborate in pairs
to conceive posters that appear on billboards in the streets of
Berlin every full moon for nine months. Following this monthly
cycle, the posters address a radically indiscriminate audience in

the theater of public space using text and images to speak to a
plurality of feminist issues.
Founded by Zoë Claire Miller, participants: Bini Adamczak, Julieta Aranda, Vela Arbutina, Sharmila Banerjee, Candice Breitz,
Zuzanna Czebatul, Selin Davasse, die Römischen Votzen, Molly Dyson, Lena Marie Emrich, Aisha Franz, Nina Franz, Anna

Gien, Gabriele Kachold-Stötzer, Marlene Stark, Luci Lippard,
Chus Martínez, Peaches, Viva Ruiz. Accompanied by a 35-page
risoprint publication published by Broken Dimanche Press with
essays by Eva Wilson, Cecilia Valenti, Julieta Aranda & Chus
Martínez, and rap lyrics by die Römischen Votzen.
Collaborative posters in public space by various feminist
artists and writers, Berlin, 2020
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TRANSACTION

installation view & details
glazed stoneware, steel chains, plexiglass, aroma diffusor,
synthetic scents, color gels, Ainex -- Transaction, Vienna Art
Foundation, Vienna, 2019
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DU KANNST GAR NICHT SO VIEL WEINEN
WIE ICH KOTZEN MÖCHTE

In this piece the circulation of water as a common
good stands in in relation to the eclecticism of
representation, alluding to questions of political
participation, powerlessness and bodily resistance. In 16th century Bavarian bathing culture,
excessive drinking and egestion of water functioned as a popular method of cleansing. The
private and the public body met in bathhouses,
interchanging liquids, excretions and sweat in a
common yet hierarchically structured metabolism.
The fountain as a feature of public space simultaneously fulfills the function of an imaginary body,
two figures in a love story indulging in the erratic
purging of power apparatuses.

Glazed and unglazed stoneware, chrome pipes, pump,
preformed pond, water, concrete, “Learn Better” room
scent, 2,20 × 2,40 × 1,70 m
Ansbach Contemporary Biennale, Ansbach, 2018

Du kannst gar nicht so viel weinen wie ich kotzen möchte [You can‘t
possibly cry as much as I want to vomit] is a fountain dedicated to the
Bavarian police law of 2018, the most intrusive in Germany since the
Nazi era. The title is an adaptation of a Max Liebermann quote referring
to the rise of fascism in Germany. A collaboration with Johannes Büttner.
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EMMENAGOGUE GARDEN
Emmenagogues are herbs which stimulate blood flow in
the pelvic area and uterus; they stimulate menstruation.
In an intermediate set of ornaments and decaying, flowering sculptures, this exhibition addresses the lost female
knowledge of these contraceptive and abortive herbs. At
a critical time when women’s rights are under attack, it
revisits the history and actuality of information sharing and
female reproductive autonomy.
A collaboration with Juliana Cerqueira Leite at the artistrun-bar-cum-gallery Beverly‘s.
Various abortive and contraceptive herbs, stone plaster, steel,
glass, vinyl wall prints, aroma diffusors, various etheric oils, uv
lights, humus, water, dimensions variable, Beverly’s NYC, 2018
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Her-b
Fine lawns are seen as a sign of a fairly good income. If you trim
and cut your grass finely, you might be tempted to stay put at its
front, gazing at the sunset setting so finely at the tip of its clear-cut
equilibrium. I would instead suggest to get down on your knees
and search among the discarded remnants of uneven strands and
unwanted weed; you might find something worth keeping. Just like
the word Her can be found within the word Her-b. In fact, within that
discovery, there is a hidden history to be told in itself. Or her- story,
rather. Let it -b said, that her story is all -b ut straight, not unlike her
hair which has caused her so much dismay and sadness.
Kept neat under a net,
its not noteworthy,
But let to grow,
it lets go
of itself
and
ends up poking through holes, ditches and cracks, like an untamed
shrub. Who knows what hides b etween the holy crack at the highest point of her thighs. Weed can be seen as verb, but her-b not.
To weed is to isolate, separate, distinguish anddetermine what
is good and not. Who is to say that her story is less worth
than that of the -b side? -B elieve not all that you have -b een
told by those who wish to remove the -her from the her-b.
Instead, stir until it results in a satisfactory sticky subject of its own
and -b lood will appear monthly. This gloopy mix can be used to
glue the b back on herself, like a lose tail that once lost its owner.
One more detail has to be added to these curious findings; All women are born with tails. Some of them grow them, some of them cut
them, some of them lose them, some of them hide them -b ut we are
all -b orn with tails.

exhibition text by Hanne Lippard
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NUDE WITH...

Nude with Vegetables
performance/live drawing session ( behind the curtain)
collateral program, Mercato Ballarò Manifesta 12, Palermo, 2018
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Nude with... is an ongoing series of live life drawings, often in
public space, where the audience / visitors / the general public 											
are invited to have their nude portrait drawn with different acces- 							
sories or companions. Iterations have taken place on webcamgirl
platforms, at markets, in the ruins of churches, in the studio. The
emphasis is more on the intimacy in nudity and being looked at,
Various Nudes with... (Socks, Vegetables,
on the experience of musedom rather than the physical artistic
Pets, Plants, Flowers), pens, pencils,
markers on paper, DIN A 3 — 4, Palermo,
outcome. Portraitees can trade favors or items in their posession
Mexico City, Berlin, 2017 — ongoing
for their portrait. 									
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SHEELA-NA-GIGS

Sheela-na-Gigs is an ongoing series inspired by epynomous
small grotesques that survive from the 11th and 12th century, all
over northern Europe, usually carved onto buildings. Sheela na
gigs depict laughing female figures with oversized vulvas, their
purpose and meaning is highly contested. Clearly they weren‘t
intended as fertility godesses or totems, since although they are
crudely and simply sculpted, their sagging breasts and wrinkly
faces belong to post-menopausal women.
Glazed earthenware, 5 × 4 × 2 — 20 × 18 × 7cm, 2018 — ongoing
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“The origin of the world” is commonly imagined as a single
point in history. One dark spot, a nothingness, a singularity,
glowing somewhere “before,” rather than conceiving of reality
as an endless series of becomings. A dark, open hole. Hélène
Cixous describes the history of the female as something carved
invisibly into the world we see, the manifest world, its histories,
models, scapes and spaces. A notion of dark matter in everything, drawing galaxies towards it. Seemingly disappearing.
“Where to?” is only a question of perspective. Vectors. Linearities. Penetrative metaphors of space. It’s negative imaginary is
not the apparent opposite. Not passivity. Not being penetrated.
It is the utter ouvert of the visible world. Showing its darknesses.
Where in and out are the same thing. A menstrual cycle, drawn
by human blindness towards its full expanse.
The universe: she is a freak and utterly promiscuous.
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CANDID CANID

Paper maché, tempera, hemp, projection
(7.30 min., color, stereo), 60 × 45 × 30 cm
Kunstraum Kreuzberg, Berlin, 2018

The first wolf that became a dog chose steady employment over freelance work.
Candid Canid shows a video diary in the format of the early cinema genre of “actuality films,” featuring encounters with dogs in different countries in their multifarious roles, from working animals and ersatz children to packs
on the street. The viewer has to get down on all fours to view the films projected inside the dog through its anus.
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video stills
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FEMALE GAZE

This sculpture series was made with Juliana Cerquiera Leite
for the exhibition The Female Gaze, curated by Isabelle
Meiffert at the Kunsthaus Erfurt. The sculptures are based on
negative and positive molds of the artists’ bodies, in plaster
and ceramic. The body appears as a cast of it’s versatile
experience, as something drawn by emotion and urge. The
female body as image collapsed into the reality of its sensation. The image becomes a sense-of-self, torn, elsewhere,
yet corporeal. A situational coalescence, entering a room,
or climbing a ladder, a momentary ossification or levity of
skin and breath, a sudden loss of orientation. Or: the body
forming an intimate moment with itself, driven by desire, a
volatile daydream, a fingering, a secret joke.

Nude Descending a Pool Ladder (Gabrielle)
Steel, stone plaster, glazed stoneware 130 × 50 × 20 cm
Kunsthaus Erfurt, 2018
Fingering something out
Glazed stoneware, dimensions variable
Kunsthaus Erfurt, 2018
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A MULTISPECIES PUBLIC
A Multispecies Public was an installation in a greenhouse in a botanical garden. It featured a sound
installation revolving around interviewing plants, and porcelain leaves with emblematic miniature human
sensory organs, attached to the same plants they were molded from using the horticultural technique
of grafting. What is the charisma, what are the opinions of a plant? If plants are talking, (how) can we
listen? This piece drew on the work of ethnographer John Hartigan, whose motto is “theorizing culture
across species lines,” and who has done acclaimed work in the leafy field of plant interviews.

Porcelain, 16 pieces, stereo sound, 47:30 min., dimensions variable
Botanischer Volkspark Pankow, 2016
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GRACIAS

Gracias is an installation about object-inherent optimism and inclusive
animistic cosmogonies. If you look
deep into a plastic bag, it will look
back into you.

Cotton, plastic bags, glazed earthenware, acrylic
resin, glass, dimensions variable
nbk, Berlin, 2018
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THE HEALTH BENEFITS OF EATING SILICA
“All mammals and birds are curious about
and interested in their surroundings, and they
really look forward to good things
happening.“
– Grandin and Johnson, Animals in
Translation, 2005

The show was a multimedia installation
examining the terms qualia and terroir and
the emotional impact of zoomorphic forms.
The eeriness of still life, deriving from a
certain sense of absence. A serpent sailing to
the ceiling. A scene set, the objects scattered
by a human hand. Then left behind. The
viewer finds herself in the middle of a deserted stage, an assemblage of strikingly dead
living things. Their deadliness (snakebite)
becomes a matter of expression.
Humorous and deviously harmless. They are
hung, jewelry adorning the body that a stage
is. Lit as ritual objects. A theater in which the
feared, venomous, animalistic attributes of
the (human) organism are devoured, manufactured, processed. The lights in the installation reacted to viewers’ movements through
the space, as did the reactive live soundtrack: an installation of sound bytes of farm
animal noises programmed onto a keyboard.
A collaboration with Lauren Gault.

Glazed stoneware, brass chains, projections of
scanograms, forks, hay, crystal glass, live sound,
live lighting, variable dimensions
Glasgow International, Director‘s Programme,
Tramways, Glasgow, 2016
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PHERSUS

Glazed porcelain, gold, dimensions variable
Moscow Biennale, 2016
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MANUAL OVERRIDE

A collaboration with Juliana Cerqueira Leite.
The exhibition took synonyms for female
masturbation as a point of departure to delve into

the rapture and loss of identity that accompanies
sensual experience, in analogy to the process of
creative collaboration.

Installation view, amber gels, plaster, pigments, glazed stoneware
and earthenware, snakeskin pleather, steel, wood, vaseline,
digital print on chiffon, dimensions variable
The Landing Strip, Berlin, 2016
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Ménage à Moi, plaster, pigments, steel, glazed
stoneware, 95 × 51 × 127 cm

Fingering Something Out
glazed stoneware, 111 × 21 × 12 cm
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50 HAIRSTYLES FOR
WOMEN OVER 50
The sculpture series was produced in
Mallorca with local clays, glazes, sands,
stones and olive wood. It engaged with
the heritage of sexism in Modernist art
as exemplified by the title categories of
Miró, who frequently titled works
Personaje [person] or Mujer [woman],
implicitly denying woman‘s personhood.
The Mujer sculptures always had a hole
or two in them.

Installation view, glazed stoneware, sand, olive wood, plastics, stone slabs, composite lumber, sound,
dimensions variable, Konkrete Utopien, Alte Post Schöneberg, Berlin, 2016
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